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The must-have Christmas gift for all 1D fans, donâ€™t miss the yearâ€™s only official book from the

worldâ€™s favourite bandâ€¦Harry, Liam, Louis and Niall have had one busy year â€“ from touring the

world to writing their new album and racking up even more awards to add to their trophy cabinets,

they have lots to share!With tons of never-before-seen photos, the latest news and gossip from their

on- and off-tour adventures, plus buckets of exclusive interviews, get to know One Direction on a

whole new level: the ultimate present for fans everywhere!
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Nice book to add to the collection of any One Direction fan! As usual, this one is filled with more fun

photos of the group as well as individual shots. What else is there to say, if you love One Direction,

you'll love this!

It's a cool book, but I would identify it as a magazine because of it's excessive colorful pictures.

There are fun facts and it's scripture is pure. Overall, the price is definitely worth it considering it's a

$10.99 value. FYI it's a gift, not for me.

Bought as a gift for my sister. She loved it and hung up a lot of the posters on her wall. The posters

are more updated and don't have the boys in their X Factor days likes lot still do.

I love one direction but couldn't help but to be disappointed that it was basically the layout of a



fashion magazine with facts that you could find easily about the boys :/

I am in love with this book!!! Every Directioner must have!

Many photos, really could be considered small posters (be sure that you notice the size in the

description). Recommend! I would appreciate it so much if you mark this review as helpful--thanks!

:-)

Ordered 12/3 received it on 10/7 I thought it wasn't going to be here for another week or two. I

flipped through the book its nice I know my daughter will love it

A very short book that reads like a fan magazine really, but it was for my daughter and she likes

anything 1D. :-)
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